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Bryan McDonald has been helping amateur and pro riders gain speed 
for years, and he often employs some very outside-the-box think-
ing to help riders break bad habits and find what Bryan believes is 

the single most crucial element to speed and control—flow. I stole a few 
secrets from the Bryan McDonald Pro Flow Training System that riders 
can practice on their own to really reach that next level.

Bryan likes to say, “Flow is the foundation of all speed. It compounds the value of all tips.” Learn more about Bryan, his system and his training program at his website www.privateeracingleague.com.
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No Clutch, No Brakes, No Sitting
“We get a baseline lap time around the whole track, then 
take everything away. No brakes, no clutch and standing 
up [riders can shift]. And then we get the best lap time 
like that. Once you take away all these things riders have 
to flow on the bike. Then we add in one element at a time. 
First we add sitting down and see how much time we 
can knock off. Then we’ll add in the clutch, next the rear 
brake and finally the front brake. We add the front brake 
last because nine times out of 10 people [pro racers] are 
using too much front brake, and they don’t realize it until 
you separate it out.” 

Gear Drills 
“We break the track into sections and time the rider 
in the gear he normally rides that section in. Then we 
make him ride that section staying one gear lower and 
try to match his time. Then it gets really interesting 
when we go up gears. The rider has to stay in a single 
gear. We’ll go third gear, fourth gear, sometimes fifth 
gear, the rider’s not allowed to use the clutch, and see if 
the rider can match his speed. We’ve had pros able to 
match their times in some sections in fifth gear. We’ve 
also had several pros beat their times using first gear 
in supercross rhythm sections. To be able to pull that off 
you have to really flow on the bike. The more you flow, 
the more you can get out of that motor in that gear. Then 
when the rider goes back to the gear they were originally 
doing the section in, they’re flowing and it’s amazing how 
much faster they will go.” 

Charge To The Cone 
“We’ll find out where a guy is letting off the gas on a 
straight coming out of a turn and put a cone there. We’ll 
time him coming out of that turn, down that straight and 
through the next corner. Then we bring the cone back 10 
to 15 feet at a time until the rider can’t match his previ-
ous time. The rider has to let off the gas when he reaches 
the cone. This causes riders to get a better drive coming 
off the turn; they have to get their speed up quicker. As 
soon as the guys get off the gas they’ll pull in the clutch, 
and you’d be amazed how fast your bike will continue to 
accelerate a little bit after you pull the clutch in.” 

Brake-Slide Momentum 
“We’ll have the riders brake slide 30 to 40 feet into 
the turns. They can’t use the front brake. If they’re not 
bringing enough momentum in, they’ll actually stop 
before they get to the turn. The objective is to slide with 
enough momentum that 10 feet prior to entry the rider 
can release the brakes and flow into the turn with the 
clutch pulled in. This drill also forces riders to search for 
good lines. If they’re brake sliding through a rough line, 
the back end’s going to want to kick up.”


